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Overall the INVESTimate® platform is fairly intuitive to navigate.  Nonetheless, we wanted to make
sure you had a good guide to walk you through the various menus and options available.  This tutorial
will not get into the definitions of terms or how to understand the financial information presented on
individual properties.  For more on that, please refer to our “Financials Tutorial” resource (located on
our website under Resources > Articles).
 
Signing Up and Logging In:
 
The first step is getting onto the platform.  We have made 3 very easy ways to get on:
·     The “Look for Investment Properties”button on the home page
·     The “Resources” drop down menu on our website has a link to “INVESTimate® Platform”
·     Under “Services” > Buying & Selling Homes
 
Once you click any of the ways to bring you to the platform, you will see on the top right that you can
either “Login” or “Sign Up”.  When signing up for the first time, we highly recommend checking the box
that says you would like to receive investment alerts.  This will allow you to receive emails about any
off market or “pocket listings,” information when new “hot” properties that could go fast are being
marketed, and updates on any properties you have added to personal watch lists.
 

When you sign up for the first time, you will receive an automated email asking you to activate your
account.  This is just an added security measure to make sure it’s you.



If you adjust to the list view (below), you will see fewer properties but you will see more detailed
information about each property.  See below.  All of this information can be found by clicking on the
property, so for now we will just us the Tile View for explanation purposes.

Searching for Properties
 
Now the fun can really begin.  The default home screen has a tile view of properties for sale in our
default Houston market.  If you are interested in searching other cities, you can click the drop down
under “Locations” and select any or all of the other markets.
 
Each tile shows 1 property, a picture of the property, and has some investment summary information.



You can adjust the other search criteria above to consider initial investment amount, whether or not
you want financing, investment strategy, and other criteria under the “More Filters” tab shown below.

Once you have the search criteria set, you can also “Save Search” to the right of the More Filters
button.  This will allow you to come back into the platform later and not have to reset all of the search
criteria.  You can also choose to receive email alerts should any new properties become listed that
meet your criteria.  Save as many searches as you would like!



The final piece of helpful info to know is what the icons along the bottom of the picture of a house
mean.  If you hover over any of the icons, it will tell you what it means.

·     “$ Hot” means the algorithm gives an 80% chance this property will sell in the 20 days
·     The little building means this is a multifamily property
·     House with a key means a tenant is in place
·     House with lines on top means new construction
·     New means this was listed within the last 7 days
·     The eye shows how many people have the property on a watch list
·     The house in color at the end shows the neighborhood rating
 
Property and Portfolio Watch Lists
 
If you have a found some properties you’re interested in and want to monitor, you can click the heart
icon at the top right of any property to add to your “Property Watch List.”  To view the properties in
your watch list, simply click the “Watch List” menu button at the top of the screen.

Another option is to save the home to a “Portfolio Watch List.” You can create as many portfolios of
homes to watch as you would like.  Perhaps you want to easily see single family homes you’re
watching versus multi-family homes?  Or maybe you want to split up the homes based on
location?  Whatever segmentation you desire, the portfolio watch list will allow you to quickly come
back to homes you’re watching in the various categories you choose.



Browse Properties Menu Option
 
If you select “Browse Properties” on the top menu, it will show you properties under the major search
categories.  Note this does not allow you to search by location but rather view a snap shot of all
properties listed.  You can click the “See All” button on the right of any major category though to bring
you back to the main search screen and more thoroughly define the search criteria.



Property Level Details
Once you click on a property, you will see more detailed information.  Anything with  will give you a
definition.  Check for words with an underline which will also give you definitions.
 

The top of this screen will show you a summary of the property with high level property purchase and
investment return info.  Below this information, you will see four tabs.  The first tab is information
about the listing (Listing Details), next is the Financial Detail, then the Neighborhood information, and
last are Comps.

Listing Details gives you the information you would expect to see for a typical listing on HAR, Zillow,
or similar.  It’s a good place to see general information about the property, Houston metro market
information, and some general neighborhood trends.
 
The “Financial Details” tab is explained at length in our “Financials Tutorial” resource (located on our
website under Resources > Articles).  We will not go into it much here, but this is probably the most
valuable of the tabs. It gives thorough analysis of the property and allows you to adjust everything
from rent to inflation rates to vacancy rates in order to give you the clearest picture possible of
potential investment returns.
 
The “Neighborhood” tab gives detailed demographic information for the immediate area around the
house you have selected.  It also has a map view that will allow you to see if there are major
employers, hospitals, schools, and many other retail sites in the area.



Finally, the “Comps” tab will show you how the estimated rent was determined for the property
selected.  It shows a map view of similar properties in the area and breaks down the average rent per
square foot, which is used to calculate rent of the target property.


